
LAWRENCE COUNTY FAIR
General Tractor/Truck Pulling Rules

1. Driver must remain seated on the tractor at all times while in motion and must be able to operate clutch and brakes 
while seated.  No bouncing is permitted.  No sitting on the rim of the seat is permitted.  Hands must be on steering 
wheel, hand brake, hand clutch or throttle at all times during the pull.  Driver must remain in seat while starting 
tractor.

2. Driver/Operator in division I, II, and Classic must be 12 years old or older, in Division III must be 14 years old or older, 
in  Division IV must be 16 years old or older.  If under 18, parent or guardian must be present and a waiver form must 
be signed.  

3. Drivers 16 and under must have wheelie bars and a working kill switch on the tractor.
4. Any tractor or driver found to be unsafe or illegal may be disqualified or barred from hooking.  No alcoholic beverages

will be permitted.  Safe operation is a must.  NO “HOT-RODDING !”
5. No riders are permitted on pulling vehicle at any time, or disqualification will result.
6. No riders are permitted on the pull back tractor or sled unless training a sled operator.
7.  All drivers must wear a shirt and shoes to compete.
8. No smoking while pulling.
9. No dual wheels or tire chains permitted.  Four-wheel drive tractors may compete; front drive shaft must be 

removed.  No radial tires except in Classic Division.
10. All tractors must have a working governor with a positive throttle stop.  NO EXCEPTIONS.
11. Tractors in the pre-determined divisions must have stock: engine, frame, transmission, rear end and axle 

housings or manufacturer’s replacement.  No blowers or turbos will be permitted except Oliver 99 GM, etc.  
12. No homemade tractors will be allowed to compete.
13. Weights must be securely fastened to tractor and must be satisfactory to the Rules Committee.  No weights 

permitted on seat or deck.  Any part falling off the tractor after being hooked and until the tractor is unhooked 
will result in a disqualification.  Nothing can touch the ground until the tractor is unhooked from the sled.  
Weights may not extend more than 6” beyond rear tires or original fenders.  Foreign objects to be determined 
by Tech Committee.     

14. Driver is allowed a total of 2 attempts as long as the front of the sled on the first attempt is stopped before the 
75’ mark.  This does not apply to Derby Style Pulls.

15. Track flagman controls all starts and stops.  Failure to follow flagman’s directions will result in disqualification.  
Flag person must be approved by Tech Committee.

16. Rules Committee reserves the right to re-weigh any tractor and/or recheck RPM or horsepower anytime during 
or after pull.

17. Pulls must start with the slack removed from chain - No jerking!
18. Tractor tires must remain in-bound during pulling attempt.  Sidelines of track will run forever with positive stop 

line.
19. Division IV tractors may pull Division IV only.
20. Tractors can pull in as many Divisions as qualified for, except Division IV.  An individual tractor may pull a 

maximum of two times per class.  Premiums will be awarded to the first tractor/driver combination; if a tractor 
has two drivers per class, the second driver must pull exhibition.  All exhibition pulls must meet tech 
requirements per class  and be pulled at the end of each class.  

21. All tractors may be RPM checked at the end of the track after completion of pull.
22. No shifting of gears is permitted once a tractor has started down the track.



23. Engine RPM will be from NATPA RPM chart, except for Division IV.  All Division IV tractors 1958 and newer, the 
driver must provide stock RPM IT manual to determine 20% over stock.

24. All tractors must have a working air cleaner in their pre-determined divisions.
25. All tractors must operate on gas, diesel, or LP fuel.
26. All tractors must pass tech specifications before pulling.
27. Violators of any of the above rules will be disqualified for the class until tractor meets specifications.
28. Unruly or abusive conduct may result in immediate expulsion from all Pulls.
29. Any protest filed with the flagman or track person will result in both the tractor and the protester’s tractor being

checked.  The protester must be a Puller in the same class.  The protest must be made before the tractor leaves 
the end of the track; you must go to the flagger or tech person to protest a tractor.  Once the tractor leaves the 
end of the track, no protest can be made.  Rules Committee has the right to protest any tractor at any time on or
off the track.  All decisions are final.  All Directors’ decisions are final.  Directors have the right to stop the pull at 
any time.


